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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements describes the value of the Vendor variable from the following portlet code? 

Profile p = (Profile) portletRequest.getAttribute(PortletRequest.CCPP_PROFILE); String vendor =
p.getAttribute("Vendor").toString(); 

A. It contains the name of the vendor of the IBM WebSphere Portal server. 

B. It contains the name of the vendor of the client browser or device. 

C. It contains the value of the configuration key "vendor" for the Profile configuration service. 

D. It contains the value of the "vendor" attribute for an identified or authenticated user or null for an anonymous user. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Hershel wants to programmatically check if specific users have access to his company\\'s new portlet application, in
order to show a message in another portlet asking them to purchase a subscription. He is trying to do so with the least
amount of performance overhead. What would be the best way for Hershel to accomplish this? 

A. He should use the com.ibm.portal.ac.RoleData interface to verify explicit role assignments. 

B. He should use the com.ibm.portal.ac.UserRoles interface to verify explicit role assignments. 

C. He should read role assignments using the com.ibm.portal.ac.RoleData interface and ensure portlet caching is
enabled. 

D. He should use AccessControlRuntimeModel or AccessControlGlobalRuntimeModel to verify explicit role
assignments. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the outcome if a non-deferred module has a requirement on a deferred module? 

A. The server-side combiner framework promotes the deferred module to be non-deferred. 

B. The server-side combiner framework will ignore both the non-deferred and the deferred module. 

C. The server-side combiner framework demotes the non-deferred module to be deferred. 

D. The server-side combiner framework will ignore the dependency on the deferred module. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following options describes the rules created by selecting the Select Action rule type when creating a
personalization rule? 

A. Select Action rules allow pages and portlets to be hidden based on conditions expressed in the rule. 

B. Select Action rules return items of content from a resource collection based on conditions expressed in the rule. 

C. Select Action rules return actions for a portlet based on conditions expressed in the rule. 

D. Select Action rules send a personalized email to a set of users that is defined by another rule. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is true when using a resource URL in AJAX? 

A. Changing state of the portlet is not allowed during the serveResource() method. 

B. The portlet mode and window state can be changed during the serveResource() method. 

C. New render parameters can be set during the serveResource() method. 

D. Portlet preferences can be set during the serveResource() method. 

Correct Answer: D 
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